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When it comes to
security flaws,
be the first to find them
Identify and remediate vulnerabilities
in your infrastructure security
From stealing trade secrets to pirating customer information,
cybercriminals are using more sophisticated tools and advanced
techniques to disrupt your business. To stop them from finding
holes in your defense, you have to find them first.
At Outpost24, we prepare you with vulnerability management (VM)
tools—such as OUTSCAN and HIAB—and act as an extension
of your team to evaluate your infrastructure from inside and
out. Together, we shift the dynamic of your security strategy
from reactive to proactive; saving you time and money from
vulnerability identification to remediation, and making it even
more difficult for hackers to attack the latest vulnerabilities.

3 out of 4 survey respondents reduced security flaws
by at least 50% by using Outpost24’s VM solutions.
Source: 2017 TechValidate Survey of Outpost24 users

When to improve
your VM solution:

In doubt about your security
posture or risk level

Want to build a culture
of “security awareness”
with audience-specific
trends and insights

Limited staff and resources,
or security expertise

Unsure about the value from
your current VM and your
ability to translate findings
into remediation

Current VM does not
play well with other
security and operations
technology ecosystem
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Managing vulnerabilities
in infrastructure security
from the inside and out.
OUTSCAN for external management and
HIAB for internal management.
Whether you’re migrating workloads to the cloud, introducing mobile devices in the workplace, or SaaS solutions
are being acquired by all parts of your organization; increasingly complex networks grow the number of publicly
known vulnerabilities—increasing your risk of attack by external forces.
At the same time, many security breaches are actually caused by people with access to internal networks, including
staff, vendors, and customers. To protect intellectual property and brand reputation when you’re facing possible
threats from all sides, your data and asset protection must be proactive.

One size

Solution-based reports provide

Scale up and down to build an optimal

actionable advice about improving

solution whether you’re a small business

security with less effort than sorting

or global enterprise

not problems

fits all

it out with limited security staff

Store your data,

Here for you

your way

when you need us

Choose whether you want your data

From setting up your VM program

secured in our data center or in

to providing ongoing help to fine-tune

your private systems to meet data

and improve effectiveness, we’re at

sovereignty requirements

your side at all times

Low-impact,

Built for you,

low-effort scanning

by you

Continuous scanning is best practice

Out-of-the-box integrations and a

to prevent new weaknesses from

complete set of APIs allow you to

creeping in. But when that’s not possible,

automate and/or orchestrate any parts of

scanning-less scans highlight potential

the process. You can define and implement

vulnerabilities based on last scan findings

efficiencies based on your unique needs

“

The most significant value
we’ve realized since using
Outpost24’s Vulnerability
Management Solution is
the ability to

more clearly
view the
impact and
severity
of risk we are
exposed to.

“

Focus on solutions

—Security Manager,
Medium Enterprise Media
& Entertainment Company
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OUTSCAN and HIAB
features and specifications
Evaluate your systems and identify weakness much like a hacker would. OUTSCAN scans your perimeter
externally and HIAB scans internally—and can be deployed as a virtual appliance behind your firewall.

Centralized
administration

Analysis
•

Flexible data selection in reports

•

•

Reports detailing trends, risks,

Unlimited, customizable role-based
user administration

•
•

Secure access to the systems using

solutions, and vulnerabilities
•

System) rating enables automatic,

Simple and intuitive asset

standardized prioritization of risks

management

to remediate

•

Remediation ticketing

•

Quick verification of remediation by

•

Two-factor authentication log-in

to use reports IT requires
•

Identify new exposed services

•

Identify vulnerabilities and alert

•
•

scans to keep you constantly up to
date

immediately

Extension:

Flexible scheduling of

•

Flexible licensing and scalability

vulnerability scans

allows for growth or changes in

Fully automated reporting with

network assets

adaptable content
•

SLS (Scanning-less scanning) alert
technology monitors security between

Automated functionality
•

Identify and create reports based on
solutions, providing the short and easy

a single click in the interface
•

CVSS (Common Vulnerability Scoring

your normal web browser

•

Alerts via email or SMS upon new
critical risks

Support for all types of network
technology

•

OUTSCAN can integrate seamlessly
with HIAB, SCALE and SWAT solutions

•

100% open API enables custom
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In fact, we have our own team of ethical hackers. That’s
why we approach security with a holistic view of your
systems and pivot where a hacker would. Outpost24 is
the only VM company that provides tools that correlate
findings beyond just devices and networks—at the
application layer and higher up the stack. We evaluate
all key assets that keep your business running smoothly.

Identify

Protect

Detect

Respond

Recover

Users

Outpost24

Data
Applications
Networks
Devices

Ecosystem

Competitors

We defend you
from hackers by
thinking like them.

We also provide integration points to your other
security and operational technology for a complete
view of risk and how to react to it.

Deployment scenarios
Typical Deployment

Data Sovereign Deployment

Outpost24 Platform

Outpost24 Platform

Customer
Premise

Customer
Premise

Outpost24
Appliances

Outpost24
Appliances

Analysis, data storage, and updates

Updates

Analysis and
data storage

Improve your VM program at outpost24.com/go-vm
Outpost24 Headquarters
Skeppsbrokajen 8
SE-371 33 Karlskrona
Sweden

Phone +46 455 612 300
info@outpost24.com

  

